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 DEVICE Monthly  

(non-VAT) 

Gold Enhanced Digital IP Andi Hub “Lifeline plus” (supplied with one pendant). 
Our most advanced hub that can connect to any peripheral type from virtually any manufacturer 
via RF868, WiFi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, and Z-Wave. Andi’s hub contains software which enables 
peripherals to command one another. For example, Andi’s hub could command a smart lightbulb to 
turn on when a door sensor is activated. Uses a built in SIM card (included in price) to raise alerts 
and calls to our 24 / 7 monitoring centre over the cellular network, incorporating the most robust 
and up to date technology to keep you safe. 

£40.00 

Silver Dual Path Digital IP Lifeline Hub  
This device uses a built in SIM card (included in price) which means it will work for over 24 hours in 
a power cut as it dials over the cellular network and does not rely on power to your broadband 
router. (supplied with one pendant). Like the Gold option allows telecare sensors (below) to be 
added to your package but not WiFi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, and Z-Wave devices. 

£29.50 

Analogue Lifeline or Bronze Single Path Digital IP Lifeline Hub (Analogue PTSN or 
Ethernet via Router) (supplied with one pendant) 
This alarm requires power to your Broadband Router to place a call or alert to our 24/7 monitoring 
centre. Our entry level hub. 

£18.01 

GPS mobile device (SOS, geofencing and fall detection) 
A device that you can use out of the home (includes help button, geofencing’ location information, 
and built in fall detection). Requires charging daily by placing on the base station whilst at home 

£33.87 

Ownfone (Mobile Telecare)  
A simple mobile device with call for help but with no location information. Requires charging daily 
by placing on the base station whilst at home 

£26.03 

Carer Pager 
This will alert someone else who lives with you. This device does not alert or call our 24 / 7 
monitoring centre and simply lets your on-site family or carer that you need help 

£11.54 

Additional Pendant 
An Additional Pendant for adding to a Bronze, Silver, or Gold package.  

£3.45 

All our additional sensors are wireless and available for you to add to any of our 
Gold, Silver or Bronze hubs or carer pager: 

 

Fall Detector (wrist worn) 
A wrist worn critical falls device that will detect certain categories of falls and automatically 
activate a call or alert via your hub to our 24/7 monitoring centre or carer pager. Incorporates a 
help button for manual activation. 

£7.51 

Smoke Detector 
A linked Smoke Detector that will activate a call or alert via your hub to our 24 / 7 monitoring 
centre or carer pager 

£6.29 

Carbon Monoxide Detector 
A linked Carbon Monoxide Detector that will activate a call or alert via your hub to our 24 / 7 
monitoring centre or carer pager 

£6.52 

Inactivity Sensor (PIR) 
Add a Activity Sensor (PIR) that activates a call or alert via your hub to our 24 / 7 monitoring centre 
or carer pager after a period of inactivity or when you enter a room 

£8.44 



Bed or Chair Occupancy Sensor 
This activates a call or alert via your hub to our 24 / 7 monitoring centre or carer pager when a 
person gets out of bed or chair or doesn’t return in a given amount of time.  

£17.40 

Floor Sensor Mat 
This activates a call or alert via your hub to our 24 / 7 monitoring centre or carer pager, detecting 
when the user gets up or approaches a door. Ideal for monitoring elderly patients or family 
members prone to wandering 

£17.40 

Property Exit Sensor (PES) / Door Alarm 
Senses when a door is opened. Ideal for monitoring elderly patients or family members prone to 
wandering 

£17.28 

Jellybean (Big Button) 
A large and easy to press fixed “call for help” button. Place this in an area where someone is likely 
to need to call for help or prone to fall 

£3.45 

Medication Alert & Dispenser 
Help you to take your medication on time. It has a lockable compartment with 28 compartments, 
and can be set to dispense tablets at pre-determined times of the day. Prevents access to the 
medication tray except at the programmed time, preventing double dosing 

£9.24 

Medication Carousel (Spare) 
Add a spare Automatic Pill Dispenser Carousel. Allows refilling at the pharmacy whilst the current 
tray is in use. 

£2.19 

Epilepsy Sensor 
Used to monitor people with epilepsy while they sleep. They are placed underneath the mattress or 
the bed sheet and are movement activated initiating a call or alert via your hub to our 24 / 7 
monitoring centre or carer pager 

£29.43 

Memo Minder 
Helping to increase safety in your home, the Memo Minder plays back a pre-recorded message of 
up to 20 seconds when it detects motion. This can be used to remind you to take your medication 
or leave the chain on your door before you open it to strangers. This is not connected to your hub 
or carer pager and is a stand-alone item. 

£5.47 

Heat Detector 
The wireless heat detector provides additional protection against the risk of fires in rooms where 
smoke detectors are unsuitable e.g. kitchen. activates a call or alert via your hub to our 24 / 7 
monitoring centre or carer pager 

£10.23 

Universal Sensor 
Can be used in conjunction with a variety of sensor to provide a wireless link to your hub or carer 
pager 

£10.93 

Own Device Monitoring 
Our monitoring charge if you want to provide your own equipment and for us to monitor 24 / 7 

£6.23 

Visual pager pillow alert set (for hearing impaired clients) 
Solutions for hearing and visual impairments. A broad range of domestic alerting products can be 
used as a stand alone system or in combination with telecare sensors to provide 24 hour 
reassurance and support to users and carers. 
They can be used to alert users to the phone or doorbell ringing, or to telecare sensors in the home 
detecting an incident such as a fire or flood. 

£22.29 

Keysafe (one off charge, installation included) £144.75 

 


